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Partners Albania for Change and Development

Established: 2001

Headquarters: Tirana, Albania

Geographic focus: Locally, regionally and European level

Type of organisation: Foundation

Mission: Partners Albania is an independent Albanian working to support civil society and facilitate inter-sector cooperation in order to strengthen democratic institutions and advance economic development.

Main areas of activity:
• Enabling Environment and Sustainable Development of CSOs
• Women and Youth Employment and Increasing Representation in Decision Making
• Social Entrepreneurship and Innovation
• Philanthropy and Corporate Social Responsibility
• Transparent and Accountable Governance

Main cooperation partners: European Commission, EU Delegation Albania, Swiss Development Cooperation, Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Balkan Trust for Democracy, US Embassy Albania, UNDP, etc

Number of employees: 18
Annual budget: €857,000 (2018)
Website: www.partnersalbania.org

Social media accounts:
facebook: @partnersalbania
twitter: @PartnersAlbania
google+: @PartnersAlbania
instagram: PartnersAlbania
youtube: Partners Albania for Change and Development

Hashtags used: #philanthropy, #supportingSEs #greenideas #donations #CmimiiFilantropise #givingcircle

Your three key publications/resources:
• Philanthropy and Corporate Social Responsibility Programme
• Monitoring Matrix on Enabling Environment for Civil Society Development, Country Report 2018
• Fiscal Treatment of NPOs, Assessment of National Legislation and Practice for Non-profit Organisations in Albania

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
• Research in the field, and by advocating for a conducive environment for Philanthropy in Albania
• Awareness and educating programs targeting different social groups and state actors on values of philanthropy and ways to support the practise.
• Fosters collaboration between the private sector and non–for-profit organizations to work on addressing pressing social and development issues by maximizing their resources and know-how
• Research, advocacy and legal framework advancement

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
Dolphins – communicative, capability to adapt and act in different working environments and team working

Contact:
Juliana Hoxha director@partnersalbania.org
Alliance magazine

Established: 1996

Headquarters: London, United Kingdom

Geographic focus: Global

Type of organisation: Media

Mission: Alliance aims to facilitate the exchange of information and ideas among philanthropists, social investors and others working for social change worldwide in order to maximize the impact of funding for social development.

Main areas of activity: Philanthropy, social investment, Climate philanthropy, SDGs, Funders practice, Practical advice, Events, Global coverage of events

Main cooperation partners: EFC, EVPA, BVDS, AVPN

Number of employees: 4 full time, 3 part time

Annual budget: £288,250 (2019)

Website: www.alliancemagazine.org

Social media accounts: 
  - @alliancemagazine
  - @Alliancemag
  - Alliance magazine

Hashtags used: #philanthropy #funding #socialinvestment #nextphilanthropy #climaterphilanthropy

Your three key publications/resources:
- Feminist philanthropy V24 NO4
- Human rights philanthropy V24 NO3
- Peace building – Vol 24 NO2

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
Alliance magazine generates news and analysis on key developments in European philanthropy and provides a platform for thinking, debate and peer exchange among European philanthropy practitioners.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
Alliance magazine would be a bee, as we enjoy working in a hive of connectivity!

Contact:
Editor
Charles Keidan
charles@alliancemagazine.org

Executive Director
David Drewery
david@alliancemagazine.org

Communications, Partnerships & Membership Manager
Zibran Choudhury
zibran@alliancemagazine.org

Marketing, Advertising & Events Manager
Amy McGoldrick
amy@alliancemagazine.org

Associate Editors
Andrew Milner
andrew@alliancemagazine.org
Alan Rodney
alan@alliancemagazine.org
**Association for Community Relations**

**Established:** 2001

**Headquarters:** Cluj-Napoca, Romania

**Geographic focus:** Romania, with some projects in neighbouring countries

**Mission:** We support and develop the philanthropic behaviour in Romanian society by creating and improving mechanisms through which people, informal leaders, companies, and NGOs can meet, work and generate a positive change.

**Main areas of activity:** Our main programs are meant to strengthen civil society organizations (through our NGO capacity building programs) and to enhance philanthropic giving in Romania.


**Number of employees:** 16

**Annual budget:** €984,847 (2018)

**Website:** www.arcromania.ro

**Social media accounts:**
- @AsociatiaPentruRelatiiComunitare
- ARC România

**Hashtags used:** #arcromania #industriabinelui #dictionarONG #fundraising #ngofun #catsofarc

**Your three key publications/resources:**
- Fundraising Manual (RO)
- Sustainability in 3D - Development - Dedication - Diligence Study (ENG)
- The role of Community Foundations in Building Community Resilience (ENG)

**How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?**
ARC Romania has been working towards developing philanthropy in Romania, by providing training, programs and support to non-profits, but also companies. It was the main driving force behind the development of 19 community foundations, as well as the developer of two transparent and efficient donation mechanisms: Direct Donations and SMS Donations. ARC collaborates with various organizations on topics related to the nongovernmental sector.

**If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?**
A tortoise cat

**Contact:**
P: +40 264 406388
E: office@arcromania.ro
Ariadne – European Funders for Social Change and Human Rights

**Established:** 2009

**Headquarters:** London/Brussels

**Geographic focus:** Europe

**Type of organisation:** Membership

**Number of members:** 153 organisations (including private, corporate, and intermediary foundations and philanthropic advisors) across 22 countries

**Mission:** Ariadne is a network of European social change and human rights funders who work together to strengthen philanthropy, help funders act strategically, and encourage new donors to enter the field with maximum impact

**Main areas of activity:** Peer-to-peer learning, networking, research on grant-making trends

**Main cooperation partners:** Human Rights Funders Network, EDGE Funders Alliance, Funders’ Initiative for Civil Society

**Number of employees:** 4 full time

**Annual budget:** £470,000

**Website:** www.ariadne-network.eu

**Social media accounts:** @AriadneNetwork

**Hashtags used:** #humanrights #socialchange #philanthropy

**Your three key publications/resources:**
- 2019 Ariadne Forecast for European Social Change and Human Rights Funders
- Preventing and responding to sexual harassment: Funders’ practices and challenges
- Making a way forward – Community Organising and the Future of Democracy in Europe

**How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?**
Ariadne supports European funders promoting social change and human rights to deepen their grant-making practice, work more collaboratively towards collective impact, and ultimately build stronger movements for progressive change

**If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?**
Ariadne would be an octopus – flexible, able to contract and squeeze through small spaces, but with tentacles to cover a wide range of issues and multi-task.

**Contact:**
Hannah Stevens
hannah.stevens@ariadne-network.eu
Assifero – Associazione Italiana Fondazioni ed Enti della Filantropia Istituzionale

Established: 2003

Headquarters: Rome, Italy

Geographic focus: National

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 103 Italian family, corporate, community foundations and other institutional philanthropy organizations

Mission: To make the Italian philanthropic system more visible, informed, connected and effective.

Main areas of activity: Develop Italian philanthropy capacity, capabilities, connections and credibilities

Main cooperation partners: DAFNE, ARIADNE, ECFI, EFC, WINGS, GFCF, ASviS, Alleanza italiana Generatività sociale, Iris network, REVES,

Number of employees: 6 + one consultant

Annual budget: €490.000

Website: www.assifero.org

Social media accounts:  ▶ Assifero  ▲ @assifero  ▰ Assifero

Hashtags used: #fondazionidicomunità #fondazionidimpresa #fondazionidifamiglia #filantropia #LiftUpPhilanthropy #PhilanthropyWorks #socialinnovation #impactinvesting #investing4impact #socimp

Your three key publications/resources:
• Debunking two myths to avoid agony in Italian civil society - Alliance Magazine April 2018
• Beyond membership, Impact change - European Foundation Center
• A guide to community Foundations in Italy

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
Assifero considers itself a developer, an enabler, an accelerator, a multiplier and an agent of social change. We make an enormous use of European philanthropy ecosystem in order to enlarge the opportunities of exposure of Italian philanthropy, showcasing international peers experiences, inviting international speakers, translating international articles/reports, making ample use of European and international networks.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
Shepherd dog who leads the herd from behind but with the grace of an Alpine deer.

Contact:
Carola Carazzone
c.carazzone@assifero.org
Association of Charitable Foundations

Established: 1989

Headquarters: London, United Kingdom

Geographic focus: United Kingdom

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 380 foundations

Mission: To support foundations to be ambitious and effective in the way that they use their resources for social good

Main areas of activity: Policy and advocacy, research and information, and a wide-ranging programme of events, peer networks and learning

Main cooperation partners: Our foundation members, UK charity sector umbrella bodies (e.g. NCVO, CFG), European infrastructure bodies (e.g. Dafne, EVPA, EFC)

Number of employees: 15

Annual budget: £1,400,000

Website: www.acf.org

Social media accounts: @ACFoundations

Hashtags used: #StrongerFoundations #ACFclimate #learningwithACF #FGT2019

Your three key publications/resources:
• Foundation Giving Trends 2019
• Stronger Foundations
• Professional Development Programme

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
• ACF supports foundations in achieving their charitable objectives
• ACF advocates on behalf of foundations for an enabling policy, legislative and operating environment in the UK
• ACF connects foundations to people, organisations, governments and movements relevant to their work, including on a European and international basis
• ACF inspires foundations to be ambitious and effective in the way they use their resources

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
A kangaroo – we’re leaping forward and supporting all our members in our pouch to come with us

Contact:
Carol Mack
Chief Executive
carol@acf.org.uk
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Association of Finnish Foundations

Established: 1970

Headquarters: Helsinki, Finland

Geographic focus: Finland

Type of organisation: Membership organisation

Number of members: 197

Mission: The Association monitors and defends the interests of its members, serves as a trainer and expert, information provider and discussion forum, supporter and publisher of foundation research. The Association operates with foresight and guides the development of the foundation sector.

Main areas of activity: Data producing, communication, advocacy, training and co-operation platform

Main cooperation partners: Members, different associations of research and art, universities, national ministries

Number of employees: 4.5

Annual budget: €500,000

Website: www.saatiopalvelu.fi/en

Social media accounts: Twitter.com/Neuvottelukunta

Hashtags used: #säätiöt is foundations, #apuraha is grants, #tutkija is researcher and #taiteilija is artist

Your three key publications/resources:
- Good Governance of Foundations presents the principles for good governance in a concise and practical manner, to be used in every foundation
- Best Practice for Foundations (Code of Conduct) guides the foundations' operations and good management. It has just been renewed but the newest version is not yet translated in English
- Tieteen tukijoukot (‘Support Troops of Research) has, for the first time, clarified the significance of Finnish foundations supporting research and universities in Finland 1917–2017. According to the study, the support has been more than EUR 4.2 billion, and it has multiplied by more than 2,500 within our first hundred years of independence

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
We are an integrator and mentor of the foundation field. We promote foundations by telling about their activities, impact and values. International interaction and co-operation are an important part of all our activities: we receive and transmit through our European network the best ideas, knowhow, expertise and practices for members and stakeholders.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
The lynx is a skilled hunter that makes use of great hearing and strong eyesight. This clever observer of the northern forests can hide from the forest visitors but notices everything herself.

Contact:
CEO Liisa Suvikumpu
liisa.suvikumpu@saatiopalvelu.fi
Association of German Foundations

Established: 1948

Headquarters: Berlin, Germany

Geographic focus: National and international (10%)  

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 4,500

Mission: Enabling foundations to implement and realise their work and objectives more effectively, now and in the future. This includes efforts to improve the general conditions of foundation law and foundation tax law, and to foster a foundation-friendly climate. By remaining in constant contact with public decision makers and opinion formers, as well as through statements and proposals and motions, the Association incorporates practice-oriented expertise into political decision-making processes and public reporting obligations.

Main areas of activity: Public relations, public affairs, advocacy, advanced trainings, networking, data collecting, analysis and research, publications

Main cooperation partners: Deutsche StiftungsAkademie, Caritas, Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe, Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissenschaft, DAFNE, Ariadne, Edge Funders, Alliance Magazine, WINGS, EVPA, AVPA, AVPN, Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Woman and Youth

Number of employees: 55 approx.

Annual budget: €6,200,000 (including third-party funded projects)

Website: www.stiftungen.org

Social media accounts:  
facebook: @bundesverband  
twitter: @stiftungstweet  
instagram: @deutsche_stiftungen  
Linkedin: Bundesverband Deutscher Stiftungen  
Twitter: Bundesverband Deutscher Stiftungen

Hashtags used: #stiftungen #stiften #stiftungswelt #nextphilanthropy #wasmachenstiftungen #DST20

Your three key publications/resources:  
• Stiftungswelt (magazine)  
• Guiding Principles of Good Practise for Foundations (2019)  
• Zahlen, Daten, Fakten zum deutschen Stiftungswesen (2017) [Numbers, data, facts in the German foundation sector]

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?  
We are contributing as a member of DAFNE to all main activities, this including holding the chair position and running a part of the secretary. We host the European Community Foundation Initiative committed to strengthening the community foundation movement. In 2019 we launched the Next philanthropy initiative.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?  
A hybrid of giraffe, dolphin, turtle and bellwether – high enough to oversee everything, intelligent, quick, well armoured and last but not least a frontrunner

Contact: anke.paetsch@stiftungen.org
ACRI
Associazione di Fondazioni e Casse di Risparmio Spa

Established: 1912

Headquarters: Rome, Italy

Geographic focus: Italy

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 105 members (84 Foundations and 21 Savings banks and banks service providers)

Mission: Promote and support the activity of their associates, particularly of the Foundations of banking origin.

Main areas of activity:
Advocacy, capacity building, public awareness, joint social initiatives

Main cooperation partners: Assifero, Forum Nazionale Terzo Settore, Dafne

Number of employees: 19

Annual budget: €4,500,000

Website: www.acri.it

Your three key publications/resources:
- Fondazioni (magazine)
- Annual Report on Foundations of banking origin
- Risparmio (quarterly review)

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
Joining and supporting Dafne on its campaigns, collaborating with Assifero to support the European Foundation Day, providing support to our associates on their foreign activities.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
An elephant (great memory, wise, protective, only apparently slow)

Contact:
Giorgio Righetti
giorgio.righetti@acri.it
Austrian Foundation Association (Verband für gemeinnütziges Stiften)

**Established:** 2014

**Headquarters:** Vienna, Austria

**Geographic focus:** Austria

**Type of organisation:** Membership organisation

**Number of members:** 103

**Mission:** To develop and support the Austrian charitable foundation sector

**Main areas of activity:**
- Advocacy, awareness raising, knowledge transfer, education, research, events

**Main cooperation partners:**
Various stakeholders from the Austrian philanthropy sector - foundations, NGOs, public sector, universities, research partners, media

**Number of employees:** 2

**Annual budget:** N/A

**Website:** www.gemeinnuetzig-stiften.at

**Social media accounts:**
- Ruth Williams

**Hashtags used:** #impact
#hausderphilanthropie
#gemeinnuetzigstiften
#verbandfuergemeinnuetzigesstiften
#gemeinnuetzigkeitbraucht

**Your three key publications/resources:**
- Annual report
- Anstifter 2017
- Advocacy study

**How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?**
We try to bring in the European perspective on philanthropy into the Austrian discussion as well as actively participating in the DAFNE network on behalf of the Austrian sector.

**If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?**
A busy bee supporting the ecosystem in its growth.

**Contact:**
Ruth Williams, MSc
ruth.williams@gemeinnuetzig-stiften.at
Generalsekretärin Verband für gemeinnütziges Stiften
Haus der Philanthropie
Schottenring 16 / 3. OG
1010 Wien
Tel:+43 664 544 10 90
DAFNE – Donors and Foundations Networks in Europe

Established: 2006

Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium

Geographic focus: 28 European countries - members of the Council of Europe

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 30 national associations representing over 10,000 foundations across Europe

Mission: DAFNE’s mission is to empower the philanthropic sector in Europe.

Main areas of activity: Advocacy, capability building and public awareness

Main cooperation partners: EFC, EVPA, ECFI, WINGS

Number of employees: 3 full time

Annual budget: €350,000

Website: www.dafne-online.eu

Social media accounts: 
- DAFNE Donors and Foundations Networks in Europe
- @DafneHQ

Hashtags used: 
#PhilanthropyEurope #October1Europe, #NextPhilanthropy #LiftUpPhilanthropy

Your three key publications/resources:
- The Global Philanthropy Environment Index
- Country Profiles
- Philanthropy Europe Newsletter

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
- DAFNE contributes to maintaining and improving the operating environment for philanthropy in Europe, offering a collective voice
- DAFNE develops best practice in relation to associations and donors forums and how they support foundation operation
- DAFNE fosters international connections between associations and their donor and foundation members
- DAFNE enhances the level of knowledge and understanding of the value of philanthropy to a wider audience
- DAFNE builds the field

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
A collie dog – agile, reliable and hard-working

Contact:
Max von Abendroth
max.abendroth@dafne-online.eu
European Community Foundation Initiative

Established: 2016

Headquarters: Berlin, Germany

Geographic focus: Europe

Type of organisation: An initiative of the German Association of Foundations

Mission: To strengthen and to promote the community foundation movement in Europe

Main areas of activity: Mapping and analysis of the field, knowledge sharing and capability building, raising awareness and profile of the work of community foundations

Main cooperation partners: German Association of Foundations, Center for Philanthropy in Slovakia

Number of employees: 5 Part time (2 FTE)

Annual budget: €298,090

Website: www.communityfoundations.eu

Social media accounts: 
- @ECFInews
- @ECFINews

Hashtags used: #ECFILearning #ECFIStudyVisits

Your three key publications/resources:
- Community Foundations and their support ecosystem in Europe
- Building bridges for Local Good – a guide to community foundations in Europe
- ECFI’s three year plan

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
- ECFI provides resource material and practice-based knowledge about and for community foundations.
- ECFI builds capability within the field among staff and board members of community foundations and support organisations
- ECFI connects community foundation practitioners across Europe
- ECFI offers a central point of contact for the community foundation field in Europe

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
Gecko – we can adapt to local circumstances, are independent, agile, stick at things, and never blink

Contact:
Anja Böllhoff
anja@communityfoundations.eu

James Magowan
james@communityfoundations.eu
EDGE Funders Alliance

**Established:** 2012

**Headquarters:**
Brussels, Belgium  
Mexico City, Mexico  
Toronto, Canada

**Geographic focus:** Global - Europe and the Middle East, North America, South America

**Type of organisation:** Membership

**Number of members:** Around 100 foundations and individual donors, mainly in North America and Europe, but also South America and Asia (large private foundations, family foundations, public foundations, regranting organisations, community funds)

**Mission:** EDGE Funders Alliance organizes within philanthropy to raise awareness and deepen understanding of the interconnected crises threatening our common future, to increase resources for systemic alternatives that support justice, equity and the well-being of the planet. EDGE aims to “building community and changing philanthropy for systemic alternatives”. EDGE works “for funders, with movements” - the connection with social movements and activists is strong and integral part of our activities.

**Main areas of activity:** Annual conference and member retreats, trainings, webinars, funder delegations to civil society events.

**Main cooperation partners:** Ariadne, International Funders for Indigenous Peoples (IFIP), Prospera, DAFNE, WINGS, FundAction (European participatory activist fund)

**Number of employees:** 4 part time and financial consultant

**Annual budget:** $950,000

**Website:** www.edgefunders.org

**Social media accounts:**
@EDGEFunders  
@EDGEFunders  
EDGE Funders Alliance

**Hashtags used:** #ChangePhilanthropy  
#SystemicChange #BuildCommunity

**Your three key publications/resources:**
- Conference 2019 Report  
- Cities of Change Newsletter  
- GEL Webinar Series

**How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?**
EDGE is a community of funders sharing a similar political philosophy: We are in a situation of an interconnected systemic crises, and we have to break the topical and organisational silos typical for philanthropy to experiment with systemic alternatives. We pursue that mission together with civil society allies in Europe and cooperate with other funders networks such as Ariadne, DAFNE and WINGS.

**If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?**
Plankton

**Contact:**
tobias@edgefunders.org
European Foundation Centre

Established: 1989

Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium

Geographic focus: Global outlook with a European focus

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 256 Members and Affiliated Partners

Mission: As a leading platform for philanthropy in Europe, the EFC works to strengthen the sector and make the case for institutional philanthropy as a formidable means of effecting change

Main areas of activity: Peer-learning; enhancing collaboration among members; representing philanthropy; building knowledge and intelligence on the sector; raising the visibility of philanthropy’s value and impact


Number of employees: 25


Website: www.efc.be

Social media accounts:
 - @European Foundation Centre
 - @the_efc
 - @european_foundation_centre
 - EuroFoundationCentre
 - European Foundation Centre

Hashtags used: #PhilanthropyWorks

Your three key publications/resources:
- Annual Review 2018
- Institutional Philanthropy Spectrum
- Building at the Crossroads of Royale and Treurenberg

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
Working closely with our members, a dynamic network of strategically-minded philanthropic organisations from more than 30 countries, we:
- Foster peer-learning by surfacing the expertise and experience embedded in the sector
- Enhance collaboration by connecting people for inspiration and joint action
- Represent philanthropy for favourable policy and regulatory environments
- Build a solid evidence base through knowledge and intelligence
- Raise the visibility of philanthropy’s value and impact

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
An elephant – intelligent, can appear slow but is in fact deliberate, and has a long memory.

Contact:
Gerry Salole gsalole@efc.be
**European Research Network On Philanthropy**

**Established:** 2007

**Headquarters:** Amsterdam, Netherlands

**Geographic focus:** Europe, but open to others

**Type of organisation:** Membership and research

**Number of members:** About 250, including institutional members, individual members and associated members

**Mission:** To promote, coordinate and advance excellence in philanthropic research in Europe.

**Main areas of activity:** Research, advocacy

**Main cooperation partners:** Member organizations, ISTR, ARNOVA, EFC, DAFNE

**Number of employees:** 0.5 FTE

**Annual budget:** €60,000

**Website:** www.ernop.eu

**Hashtags used:** #ERNOP #AGAPE

**Your three key publications/resources:**
- Giving in Europe country profiles
- EUFORI Study country profiles
- ERNOP Conference Proceedings

---

**How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?**

All ERNOP members are engaged in describing philanthropic practices on individual, organizational or societal level. By analysing philanthropy and its position within society, ERNOP members are able to provide explanations about philanthropy and its practices, while on the other hand providing recommendations how philanthropy can do better.

**If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?**

An ant, sometimes overlooked and sometimes irritating but very hard working, very useful to the ecosystem and as a community capable to makes things move you would not be able to image.

**Contact:**
Barry Hoolwerf
Executive Director
info@ernop.eu

---
European Venture Philanthropy Association

Established: 2004

Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium

Geographic focus: Most of our members are based in Europe but their activities are spread all over the world

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 317 members, which are mainly foundations practising venture philanthropy, social impact funds, corporate social investors and service providers.

Mission: To enable Venture philanthropists and Social Investors to maximise societal impact through increased resources, collaboration and expertise.

Main areas of activity: Research, networking, capacity building

Main cooperation partners: EC, DAFNE, EFC, GRACE, King Baudouin Foundation, C&A Foundation, DOEN Participaties, EIB Institute

Number of employees: 28 FTE

Annual budget: €2,300,000

Website: www.evpa.eu.com

Social media accounts: @EVPAnews @_evpa_ European Venture Philanthropy Association

Your three key publications/resources:
• 15 Years of Impact - Taking Stock and Looking Ahead, including the Charter of Investors for Impact
• Investing for Impact | The EVPA Survey 2017/2018
• Measuring and managing impact - A Practical Guide

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
• Conduct research and come up with frameworks with practitioners for practitioners to share best practice
• Develop trainings to build capacity and offer a unique range of learning experiences to support all investors for impact to gain the skills and support them in maximizing the social impact
• Collect data to better describe the social impact ecosystem, to analyse trends and identify the gaps
• Promote success stories and case studies about our members’ investing for impact work
• Through the partnership we have with the European Commission, under the EaSI Programme, we support it in its outreach activities at EU, national and local level with the aim of ensuring the implementation of European policies in the relevant area
• Voice the concerns and expectations of organisations facilitating access to finance to entrepreneurs from underrepresented groups /social enterprises.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
An octopus: flexible, smart, and solutions-oriented

Contact: Alessia Gianoncelli AGianoncelli@evpa.eu.com
Established: 2008

Headquarters: Luxembourg, Grand-duchy of Luxembourg

Geographic focus: Global

Type of organisation: Umbrella foundation

Number of members: 82 sheltered foundations

Mission: By providing information and advice and by developing specific tools and structures, the Fondation de Luxembourg seeks to encourage, support and guide donors (both individuals and companies) who wish to make a long-term commitment to the development of significant philanthropic projects.

Main areas of activity: Philanthropy, engagement in the areas of:
• Health and Science
• Poverty and Social Cohesion
• Culture and Diversity
• Universal Education
• Biodiversity and Climate Change

Main cooperation partners: Non-profits, public institutions, financial institutions, government bodies

Number of employees: 2 full time

Annual budget: €9,000,000 (contributions to charitable projects)

Website: www.fdlux.lu

Social media accounts:
• @FondationLu
• Fondation de Luxembourg

Hashtags used:
#philanthropy #foundation

Your three key publications/resources:
• Annual report
• Philanthropy Letter
• Official documents and accounts

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
• We contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem with the destination of our funding, as 60% of the funds are spent in Europe. Moreover, 90% of our donors are European residents
• We are further actively contributing to new forms of philanthropic engagement by funding new approaches for philanthropy, social entrepreneurship, venture philanthropy, art philanthropy and with an ambition to act as a European thought leader in philanthropy through our publications, events and actions
• We are also active in all major European collaborative forums such as DAFNE, EVPA, EFC

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
A dolphin - smart, reliable and altruistic.

Contact: Tonika Hirdman
tonika.hirdman@fdlux.lu
Global Dialogue

Established: 2007
Headquarters: London, United Kingdom
Geographic focus: Global
Type of organisation: Fiscal Host/Sponsor

Mission: Global Dialogue is a platform for innovative and collaborative philanthropy.

Main areas of activity: Hosting funder networks and collaboratives, regranting, project management of special initiatives, incubating new civil society organisations

Main cooperation partners: Ariadne, ACF, and our core funders including Barrow Cadbury Trust, Paul Hamlyn Foundation, Oak Foundation, Open Society Foundations

Number of employees: 10
Annual budget: £1,552,916 (in the financial year 2018-19)
Website: www.global-dialogue.org

Social media accounts: Global Dialogue does not have organisational social media accounts, but we support our hosted programmes to develop their own.

Your three key publications/resources: Global Dialogue does not publish organisational resources, but we support our hosted programmes to.

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
Global Dialogue is the fiscal host of Ariadne, the network of European funders for social change and human rights; we also house the Funder’s Initiative for Civil Society (FICS); Migration Exchange; and Philanthropy for Social Justice and Peace (PSJP) as well as several other philanthropic initiatives

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
A female kangaroo – able to nurture several young at different stages of development at the same time

Contact:
Esther Hughes
Executive Director
esther@global-dialogue.org
Global Philanthropy Project

Established: 2009

Headquarters: New York, USA

Geographic focus: Global

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 20 member organizations funding LGBTI movements in the Global South and East

Mission: Global Philanthropy Project (GPP) is a collaboration of funders and philanthropic advisors working to expand global philanthropic support to advance the human rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and intersex (LGBTI) people in the Global South and East.

Main areas of activity:
Research, donor convenings, resources, and joint advocacy and collaborative initiatives to grow the number of LGBTI funders and the amount of support reaching LGBTI communities in the Global South and East.

Main cooperation partners: Donor governments, multilaterals, philanthropy, and high net wealth individuals.

Number of employees: 4 full time staff, 2 part time consultants.

Annual budget: $904,727

Website: globalphilanthropyproject.org

Social media accounts: @GPP_Updates

Your three key publications/resources:
- 2015-16 Global Resources Report: Philanthropic and Government Support for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex Communities
- Religious Conservatism on the Global Stage: Threats and Challenges for LGBTI Rights (English)
- Funder Briefings the State of Trans and Intersex Funding

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
We regularly produce timely and relevant research related to Europe, Central Asia, and Russia. We coordinate an annual Donor Pre-Conference in advance of the ILGA-Europe civil society convening. We participate in public convenings including European Funders (EFC), Edge Funders, Ariadne, and others. We regularly engage with European Governments around the role of philanthropy and LGBTI Grantmaking. We are seen as the lead convener for LGBTI philanthropic interests in Europe.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
An octopus because we have several arms everywhere, we have multiple hearts and brains, and are able to adapt to different spaces to do our work.

Contact:
Marina Gonzalez Flores
mgonzalez@globalphilanthropyproject.org
Association of Liechtenstein Charitable Foundations and Trusts

Established: 2010
Headquarters: Vaduz, Liechtenstein
Geographic focus: Liechtenstein & Europe
Type of organisation: Membership
Number of members: 90

Mission: The VLGST unites the charitable grant-making foundations and trusts of Liechtenstein and safeguards the interests of the philanthropic sector. It promotes Liechtenstein as a location, supports the exchange of experience, and campaigns for standards and professionalism.

Main areas of activity: Communication and public awareness, capacity building, advocacy

Main cooperation partners: University of Liechtenstein, Liechtenstein Bankers Association, Liechtenstein Institute of Professional Trustees, Center for Philanthropy Studies (CEPS) Basel, SwissFoundations

Number of employees: 3 part-time employees / 1.5 Full-Time Equivalent (FTE)

Annual budget: CHF 250’000

Website: www.vlgst.li

Social media accounts:
- @VLGST_LI
- VLGST

Hashtags used:
#SDGs, #philanthropy, #stiftungen

Your three key publications/resources:
- The Liechtenstein common-benefit foundation: a mainstay of the Principality’s financial centre strategy
- The Operating Environment for Foundations in Europe
- EFC Country Profile

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
As one of the smallest national umbrella organisation in Europe combined with the fact that we are from a non-EU country, it is challenging to make a direct contribution on a European level. Our DAFNE membership is crucial. We raise awareness on matters regarding European philanthropy on a national level in Liechtenstein.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
An elephant, because of its highly developed system of communication, social skills and determination. Elephants are communitarians: Building relationships and networks as well as showing care toward their communities stand at the core of their lives.

Contact:
Dagmar Bühler-Nigsch, dagmar.buehler-nigsch@vlgst.li
Network of European Foundations

Established: 1977

Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium

Geographic focus: Europe and the world

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 10

Mission: NEF is an association of leading European foundations dedicated to strengthening philanthropic cooperation. We aim at better and more strategic collaboration, and our mission is to realise European solidarity through philanthropy for social inclusion, international development and democracy.

Main areas of activity: Social inclusion/ Democracy and International development

Main cooperation partners: Leading European Foundations

Number of employees: 12

Annual budget: €8,000,000

Website: www.nef-europe.org

Social media accounts: in Network of European Foundations

Hashtags used: N/A

Your three key publications/resources:
- Triennal Review 2016-2018
- Pooling funds, pooling strengths - A case study of the European Programme for Integration and Migration
- Pooling funds, pooling strengths - A case study of the European Fund for the Balkans

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
NEF is the operational hub that foundations can partner with, to host and develop a pooled fund/joint programme. NEF is a launching pad for European philanthropic collaboratives.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
A zebra, NEF is a unique animal in the sector- “hybrid” organisation: while a non-profit federation, it offers fee based services to donor clients.

Contact:
Peggy.sailler@nef-europe.org
NEF Executive Director
Stiftelsesforeningen

Established: 2003

Headquarters: Oslo, Norway

Geographic focus: Norway

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 450

Mission: Highlight and increase the understanding of the Foundation’s and the socially beneficial role of foundations, work to ensure good and predictable framework conditions for the creation and management of foundations and provide a forum for the exchange of experience and competence among foundations.

Main areas of activity: Arrange seminars, give legal advice to foundations, prepare templates for good operation of foundations. Dialogue with the authorities on the framework conditions for foundations.

Main cooperation partners: BI Norwegian Business School, law firms and financial managers.

Number of employees: 2

Annual budget: €150,000

Website: www.stiftelsesforeningen.no

Social media accounts:
- @stiftelsesforeningen
- STIFTELSESFORENINGEN

Hashtags used: #Stiftelser
#Stiftelsesforeningen #Filantropi

Your three key publications/resources:
- News
- Calendar
- Member resources

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
We maintain the philanthropy culture and the contributions of the foundations to society in Norway

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
Eagle

Contact:
CEO Bjørn O. Øiulfstad
bjorn@advoiulfstad.no
+47 94781560
Established: 2002

Headquarters: Dublin, Ireland

Geographic focus: Ireland

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 43 - Grantmaking Trusts/Foundations, Individual Donors, Corporate Donors

Mission: To strengthen the social sector by advancing knowledge, understanding and practice of philanthropy in Ireland.

Main areas of activity: Promotion of philanthropy, Policy development support, Practice of philanthropy development support

Main cooperation partners: DAFNE, Government

Number of employees: 2 full time

Annual budget: €200,000

Website: www.philanthropy.ie

Social media accounts: @PhilanthropyIE

Hashtags used: #philanthropy #giving #givingback #impact #socinn

Your three key publications/resources:
- Make Your Mark
- Setting Up A Foundation

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
Via our links with DAFNE

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
A duck! Collective is important, always appearing calm and composed, but working hard underneath!

Contact:
Éilis Murray
eilis@philanthropy.ie
**Centro Português de Fundações**

**Established:** 1993

**Headquarters:** Lisboa, Portugal

**Geographic focus:** Portugal and Portuguese Speaking Countries

**Type of organisation:** Membership

**Number of members:** 142

**Mission:** To be a platform for the institutional improvement of the portuguese foundation sector.

**Main areas of activity:** Advocacy for the sector, institutional representation, developing Portuguese Foundations network, capacity building and training.

**Main cooperation partners:** Portuguese Foundations and Academia, Spanish Association of Foundations, European Foundations Centre, DAFNE, WINGS

**Number of employees:** 2 full time

**Annual budget:** €120,000

**Website:** www.cpf.org.pt

**Social media accounts:**
- @centroportuguesdefundacoes
- Portuguese Foundation Centre

**Hashtags used:** #fundacoes

**Your three key publications/resources:**
- Social Economy sector in Portugal
- Portugal’s Nonprofit Sector in Comparative Context

---

**How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?**
Participating and promoting its members participation in advocacy and best practice exchanges under the organisations that’s affiliated.

**If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?**
Beaver, that works hard, in team, sometimes in rough waters.

**Contact:**
Mário Curveira Santos
Secretary General
+351 213 538 280
cpf@cpf.org.pt
Established: 2000

Headquarters: Moscow, Russia

Geographic focus: Russia

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 50 members, corporate, private and fundraising foundations, companies with well established CSR departments

Mission: Contribute to the development of the philanthropic community in Russia.

Main areas of activity: Creating a platform of best practice exchange in philanthropy; developing high standards and ethical norms for the philanthropic community; representing interests of the philanthropic community among wider public

Main cooperation partners: The Federation Council, Roscongress, major Russian companies and foundations, DAFNE and CECP (Chief Executives for Corporate Purpose)

Number of employees: 8

Annual budget: €300,000

Website: www.donorsforum.ru

Social media accounts: @RussianDonorsForum

Hashtags used: #форумдоноров

Your three key publications/resources:
- Leaders of corporate philanthropy in Russia
- “Repositorum” – Database of best practices in philanthropy
- FOCUS: Philanthropy

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
We are proud DAFNE members, and happy to be the bridge between Russian and European organisations and associations.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
Dolphin – we are also very social: communication with various stakeholders of the philanthropic community in Russia is key to us.

Contact:
Alina Shenfeldt
International Cooperation Lead
+447852957775
Spanish Association of Foundations

Established: 2003

Headquarters: Madrid, Spain

Geographic focus: Spain

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 8,900 foundations - 820 are associated

Mission: AEF’s mission is to improve the development of the foundational sector in Spain.

Main areas of activity: Training, studies, legal, tax and accounting advice, visibility, networking

Main cooperation partners: Dafne, EFC, WINGs.

Number of employees: 13

Annual budget: €1,454,255

Website: www.donorsforum.ru

Social media accounts:
- @AsociacionEspanoladeFundaciones
- @AEF_fundaciones
- AEFTV
- Asociación Española de Fundaciones

Hashtags used: #somosfundaciones #JuntosSomosMás #FundacionesAEF, #PhilanthropyEurope #October1Europe, #Demos #PremiosAEF #FundacionesEnDigital #ODS_ #Fundaciones #ABCfundaciones

Your three key publications/resources:
- Cuadernos Magazine
- Weekly newsletter
- Activity report (annual)

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
- Publications: Newsletter, Press releases
- Campaigns: #October1Europe
- Social media
- Forum

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
A dolphin: intelligent, empathetic, hardworking, leader.

Contact:
Silverio Agea
sagea@fundaciones.org
SwissFoundations
SwissFoundations, Association of Swiss grant-making Foundations

Established: 2001

Headquarters: Zurich and Geneva, Switzerland

Geographic focus: National

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: Approx. 200 members

Mission: SwissFoundations gives public-benefit foundations in Switzerland a strong and independent voice. The association provides practical support to its members and offers a strong network of exchange and expertise for foundations as well as for other stakeholders such as policy makers, government, media and science. SwissFoundations enhances self-reflection and a culture of learning amongst its members, inspires foundations by setting standards for an impact-oriented professional and transparent way of grant-making and engages for liberal frameworks and a positive awareness of public-benefit foundations in the public.

Main areas of activity: Membership organisation, foundations, philanthropy, grant-making, lobbying, policy making and advocacy

Main cooperation partners: Center for Philanthropy at the University of Basle, Center for Foundation Law at the University of Zurich, DAFNE

Number of employees: 2 FT, 4 PT

Annual budget: CHF 1.5 Mio.

Website: www.swissfoundations.ch

Social media accounts: @SwissFdns SwissFoundations

Hashtags used:
Content relating to the Swiss Foundation Code: #SFC2015
Our annual Symposium: #sfsymp
Every 1. October: #TagderStiftungen

Your three key publications/resources:
• Swiss Foundation Code 2015, available as PDF in French, English and German
• Swiss Foundation Report, annually published in German and French
• Foundations – A Good Deal for Society, available as PDF in French, English and German

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
As a founding member of DAFNE and part of the Steering Committee, SwissFoundations actively contributes with expertise as well as with human and financial resources to the European philanthropy sector.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
SwissFoundations would be a dolphin as we try to communicate in a smart and intelligent way, use creative and agile working methods, have a strong set of tools and professional instruments, build a family network and a strong understanding of membership and hopefully have the same positive awareness in public as dolphins have.

Contact: Beate Eckhardt, eckhardt@swissfoundations.ch
Transnational Giving Europe

**Established:** 1998

**Headquarters:** Brussels, Belgium

**Geographic focus:** Europe

**Type of organisation:** Network

**Number of members:** 21 partner foundations and associations

**Mission:** TGE enables donors, both corporations and individuals, resident in one of the 21 participating countries, to financially support non-profit organizations in other Member States, while benefiting directly from the tax advantages provided for in the legislation of their country of residence.

**Main areas of activity:** Cross-border philanthropy

**Main cooperation partners:** EFC, DAFNE

**Number of employees:** 1 full time

**Annual budget:** €115,000

**Website:** www.transnationalgiving.eu

**Social media accounts:**
- @transnationalgiving
- @NetworkTGE
- Transnational Giving Europe

**Hashtags used:**
#tge #crossborderphilanthropy #transnationalgivingeurope

**Your three key publications/resources:**
- “Boosting cross-border philanthropy in Europe – towards a tax-effective environment”, in partnership with the EFC
- Country profiles
- Transnational Giving Europe Newsletter

**How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?**
- TGE provides a practical and secure solution for tax-effective cross-border donations.
- TGE enables non-profit organisations to extend fundraising to foreign European countries, without having to set up branches or sister organisations for that sole purpose and without having to master different national laws.
- TGE promotes cross-border philanthropy through the exchange of information and best practices.
- TGE aims to be a temporary solution for European donors and non-profit organizations until the implementation of the common market for philanthropy becomes a reality
- The mission and functioning of the Network might inspire EU decision-makers in their roadmap to the single philanthropy market

**If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?**
A dolphin – cooperative, facilitator, creative

**Contact:**
Anne-Laure Paquot
info@transnationalgiving.eu
The Philanthropy Workshop

Established: 1995

Headquarters: London (United Kingdom), San Francisco (United States) & New York (United States)

Geographic focus: Global

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 450+

Mission: Accelerate social impact by mobilising a global network of strategic investors united by their commitment to unlock resources, lifelong learning, collaboration and entrepreneurial approaches.

Main areas of activity: Strategic Philanthropy Education, Community Mobilisation & Networking

Main cooperation partners: Evolve Foundation, Templeton Foundation, Skoll Foundation, 21/64, The Marshall Institute, The Conduit Club, Beacon Collaborative, Gates Foundation

Number of employees: 9 full time

Annual budget: $3,100,000

Website: www.tpw.org

Social media accounts: @TPWGiveBetter @thephilanthropyworkshop

Hashtags used: #philanthropy #socialinvestment #impinv #network #tpw #membercommunity #socialimpact #socialchange

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
TPW seeks to ensure that every member can leverage their resources and accelerate positive social impact. We do this by offering members year-round strategic partnership, best-in-class global programmes, and a trusted peer network committed to investing in what works.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
TPW would be a frog. Our quarter century marks a leapfrog moment – an opportunity to get ahead of huge social problems, and to ensure that global communities are equipped with the resources to create and sustain solutions.

Contact:
Marylou Gourlay
marylou@tpw.org
Third Sector Foundation of Turkey

Established: 1993

Headquarters: Istanbul, Turkey

Geographic focus: Turkey

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 81

Mission: Strengthening the legal, fiscal and operational infrastructure of civil society organizations in Turkey.

Main areas of activity: Civil Society Law Reform, Social Investment, International Relations and Networking, Research and Publications

Main cooperation partners: TUSEV is a member of Affinity Group of National Associations (AGNA), Balkan Civil Society Development Network (BCSDN), CIVICUS, European Foundation Center (EFC), Donors and Foundations Networks in Europe (DAFNE), International Center For Not-For-Profit Law (ICNL), International Society for Third-Sector Research (ISTR), Worldwide Initiatives for Grantmaking Support (WINGS)

Number of employees: 9

Annual budget: €500,000

Website: www.tusev.org.tr/en

Social media accounts:
- @tusevtr
- @TUSEV
- @tusevtr

Your three key publications/resources:
- Tax Legislation Related to Foundations and Associations in Turkey and Public Benefit Status: Current Situation and Recommendations, 2018

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
TUSEV works for an enabling environment for civil society in Turkey as a philanthropy infrastructure development organization and has a mutual relationship with the European philanthropy ecosystem since it both examines and learns from best practices from the stakeholders and contributes to the ecosystem with the dissemination of local experience and learnings.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
An elephant since TUSEV’s sectoral memory is strong; it has experience derived from 26 years of consecutive work in the field.

Contact:
Rana Kotan
Secretary General
rana@tusev.org.tr

Birce Altay Koyuncu
Communications Coordinator
birce@tusev.org.tr
Ukrainian Philanthropists Forum

Established: 2005

Headquarters: Kyiv, Ukraine

Geographic focus: Ukraine

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 40

Mission: Our mission is to foster a responsible, transparent and accountable charitable community and to promote the effectiveness of the Ukrainian charitable sector

Main areas of activity:
• Development and implementation of standards for charitable organizations in Ukraine
• Encouraging the reform of Ukraine’s social services
• Advancement of the charitable sector in Ukraine

Main cooperation partners: The Initiative Center to Support Social Action, Ednannia, Ukrainian Philanthropic Marketplace, Zagoriy Foundation

Number of employees: 7

Annual budget: $275,424

Website: www.ufb.org.ua

Social media accounts: @UkrForumBlag @PhilanthropyUA

Hashtags used: #УФБтренд #УФБ_win #благодійність_без_шахрайства #ЩедрийВівторок #добресказано

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
Translating and sharing information from European organizations, represent Ukrainian charity sector in European area, bring and support European initiatives in Ukraine (f.e. The European Day of Foundation and Donors).

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
Owl

Contact:
events.ufb@gmail.com
+38044 528 42 52
WINGS - Worldwide Initiatives for Grantmaker Support

Established: 1980

Headquarters: Sao Paulo, Brazil

Geographic focus: Global

Type of organisation: Membership

Number of members: 150

Mission: Unlock philanthropy’s potential by strengthening its ecosystem of support organizations.

WINGS works to catalyze, accelerate, connect and influence the field of philanthropy support in order to promote and develop philanthropy and contribute to a more effective and diverse civil society.

Pursuing this mission through activities such as: producing and disseminating knowledge and data about the field of philanthropy in order to build the capacity of philanthropy actors, new and old; nurturing an interconnected network by promoting knowledge dissemination, joint projects, and regular exchange among WINGS members; expanding and diversifying the WINGS network to reflect the contemporary ecosystem; and building alliances with other civil society networks and key actors in the field such as the academic community, development actors, the private sector and funders interested in strategically engaging with the field of philanthropy.

Main areas of activity: Information, research, network, advocacy

Main cooperation partners: Its members, Candid, Dafne, Civicus, Forus, UNDP

Number of employees: 8 and consultants for different projects

Annual budget: $800,000

Website: www.wingsweb.org

Social media accounts:  
facebook: @wingswebinfo 
Twitter: @wings_info

LinkedIn: Worldwide Initiatives for Grantmaker Support

Hashtags used: #LiftUpPhilanthropy

Your three key publications/resources:
• Global Landscape Report
• Unlocking Philanthropy’s Potential
• Infrastructure in Focus 2.0

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
WINGS has 39 members based in Europe

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
A hummingbird, because like Wings it is nimble and gile, it has wings to fly from flower to flower and collect the best of it, the nectar. It most native American traditions it is seen as a positive symbol of continuity, harmony, industriousness, but also a fire-bringer.

Contact:
R. Dr. Virgílio de Carvalho Pinto, 433 - Sala 7
São Paulo - SP – Brazil
05415-030
Tel. +55 11 3078-7299
info@wingsweb.org
The Academy for the Development of Philanthropy

Established: 1998

Headquarters: Warsaw, Poland

Geographic focus: Europe

Number of members: We don’t have regular members, rather network of cooperating NGOs

Mission: Academy for the Development of Philanthropy in Poland is a unique place, where extraordinary things happen. We try to inspire and help in many ways and in different fields. Among our achievements there are programs and campaigns that became social brands. We support local communities, we award socially involved companies, we encourage people to help others. Modern philanthropy bases not on giving money or offering ready solutions to certain problems. It is rather inspiring to act and to change attitudes. This is the world we are trying to build. We believe that through the promotion of modern philanthropy, we can create the world in which people trust and help each other, are able to share with others and solve their problems jointly. The Academy, with the help of our Partners, changes the world for the better.

Main areas of activity:
• Combining global goals with local activities
• Supporting the social involvement of business – Benefactor of the Year, Leaders Pro Bono
• Developing modern philanthropy – Memorial Funds

Main cooperation partners: Its members, Candid, Dafne, Civicus, Forus, UNDP

Number of employees: 9

Annual budget: €1,560,332

Website: www.filantropia.org.pl/eng

Social media accounts: AkademiaRozwojuFilantropiiwPolsce

Hashtags used: #philanthropy, #local, #challenges, #SDGs, #commongood

Your three key publications/resources:
• Global Challenges Local Solutions Fund (GCLS)

How does the organisation contribute to the European philanthropy ecosystem?
Since 2016 we are conducting Global Challenges Local Solutions Program. Its purpose is to support community foundations and local communities throughout Europe to address Sustainable Development Goals on the local level. In the years 2017-2019 it was distributed 29 grants for the total amount of approximately 500,000 USD. Grants have been awarded to organizations from: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Poland, Romania, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Great Britain, Slovakia, Latvia, Italy, Serbia, Ukraine, Croatia and Hungary.

If your organisation were an animal, what would it be?
ADPP would be a dragon, as we have three organizations inside our structure

Contact:
Kaja Petryka-Siemiończyk
k.petryka@filantropia.org.pl